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Product Description

JCIR06 Bar Walk
The Work-fit range is complete and all elements can be perfectly combined to create a customised circuit.
Work-fit allows you to combine walking or running with different exercises to maintain an active, healthy
lifestyle. Work-fit is manufactured entirely from wood; it is therefore recommended to install it in natural
environments.

Data Sheet    Certificate   

JCIR03 Wall Bars
The Work-fit range is complete and all elements can be perfectly combined to create a customised circuit.
Work-fit allows you to combine walking or running with different exercises to maintain an active, healthy
lifestyle. Work-fit is manufactured entirely from wood; it is therefore recommended to install it in natural
environments.

Data Sheet    Certificate   

JCIR04 Push up Bars
The Work-fit range is complete and all elements can be perfectly combined to create a customised circuit.
Work-fit allows you to combine walking or running with different exercises to maintain an active, healthy
lifestyle. Work-fit is manufactured entirely from wood; it is therefore recommended to install it in natural
environments.

Data Sheet    Certificate   

JCIR02 Abdominal
The Work-fit range is complete and all elements can be perfectly combined to create a customised circuit.
Work-fit allows you to combine walking or running with different exercises to maintain an active, healthy
lifestyle. Work-fit is manufactured entirely from wood; it is therefore recommended to install it in natural
environments.

Data Sheet    Certificate   

JCIR05 Lower Back
The Work-fit range is complete and all elements can be perfectly combined to create a customised circuit.
Work-fit allows you to combine walking or running with different exercises to maintain an active, healthy
lifestyle. Work-fit is manufactured entirely from wood; it is therefore recommended to install it in natural
environments.

Data Sheet    Certificate   

https://benito.com/en/download/BENITO_data-sheet-JCIR06
https://benito.com/en/download/BENITO_certificat-cert-en16630-0008
https://benito.com/en/download/BENITO_data-sheet-JCIR03
https://benito.com/en/download/BENITO_certificat-cert-en16630-0008
https://benito.com/en/download/BENITO_data-sheet-JCIR04
https://benito.com/en/download/BENITO_certificat-cert-en16630-0008
https://benito.com/en/download/BENITO_data-sheet-JCIR02
https://benito.com/en/download/BENITO_certificat-cert-en16630-0008
https://benito.com/en/download/BENITO_data-sheet-JCIR05
https://benito.com/en/download/BENITO_certificat-cert-en16630-0008

